
Understanding the complex network of information 
relays that is known as signal transduction has become 
more important, as evidence of aberrant signalling is 
increasingly documented in diseases such as cancer1. 
Signal transduction is defined by the sense and con-
nectivity of signalling networks, as well as their spatial 
and dynamic properties that are known to markedly 
influence signalling outputs. Protein kinases are key 
transducers in such networks and are considered to 
be important candidates for the design of molecularly 
targeted therapeutics2.

Kinases were first identified as cellular mediators of 
hormones that regulate metabolic processes, and this 
provided early evidence for the existence of kinase cas-
cades, specifically the cAMP-dependent protein kinase 
(PKA)–phosphorylase kinase cascade3, which in skeletal 
muscle is associated with the ‘fight or flight’ response. 
On the basis of these early studies it was rationalized that 
such regulatory organization was required as it provided 
tremendous signal amplification through sequential 
catalytic steps in the regulatory cascade. Findings over 
the past 25 years have shown that protein kinases have 
regulatory roles in all aspects of eukaryotic cell function, 
which has led to a more sophisticated view of the action of 
kinases and kinase cascades. Pertinent to this Review, the 
mutual organization of protein kinases and other trans-
ducers has marked effects on their actions, influencing 
efficiency, specificity and to some extent negating their 
catalytic promiscuity. This organization of signalling  
events is driven by the colocalization or sequestration of 
the signal transducers themselves through the support 
of protein scaffolds and membrane domains, or more 
broadly in organelles.

Protein scaffolds are involved in spatially organizing 
signal transducers, and several are known to be used 
by protein kinases. One of the best understood protein 
scaffolds is Ste5p, which is responsible for organizing the 
phero mone signal transduction pathway in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae (reviewed in Ref. 4). This scaffold binds all 
four kinases of the mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK) cascade in the pheromone response pathway, 
conferring specificity and efficiency to their action. Such 
higher-order organizational inputs are not necessarily 
static or passive. In the case of Ste5p, inter action with the 
MAPK kinase kinase (MAPKKK) (in this case Ste11p) 
positively regulates MAPKK activity through an allosteric 
mechanism4. Protein scaffolds are themselves regulated, as 
documented for the A-kinase anchor proteins (AKAPs), 
a class of scaffolds for PKA the phosphorylation of which 
can regulate the release of binding partners. For exam-
ple, PKA-mediated phosphorylation of AKAP-Lbc (also 
known as AKAP13), which controls a protein kinase Cη 
(PKCη)-to-PKD cascade, allows the release of PKCη-
activated PKD from the scaffolded complex5. Regulated 
scaffold behaviour is well understood for protein tyrosine 
kinase-linked receptors, in which phosphorylation of the 
receptor itself, or of an associated adaptor, creates dock-
ing sites for phosphotyrosine recognition domains (for 
example, SRC homology 2 and PTB domains; see Ref. 6) 
that are modularly embedded in downstream transducers 
which are recruited to propagate signals. The assembly 
of such activated receptor complexes, and their traffick-
ing from the plasma membrane through endomembrane 
compartments to lysosomes or recycling compartments, is 
a vivid illustration of the dynamic and spatial distribution 
of signalling scaffolds.
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Allosteric mechanism
A mechanism by which a 
protein is regulated by a 
change in its shape and activity 
after binding an effector 
molecule at a site other than 
its active site.
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Abstract | Networks of signal transducers determine the conversion of environmental cues 
into cellular actions. Among the main players in these networks are protein kinases, which 
can acutely and reversibly modify protein functions to influence cellular events. One group 
of kinases, the protein kinase C (PKC) family, have been increasingly implicated in the 
organization of signal propagation, particularly in the spatial distribution of signals. 
Examples of where and how various PKC isoforms direct this tier of signal organization  
are becoming more evident.
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A class of acutely regulated, typically membrane-
localized protein kinases, the PKC family (fIG. 1; BOX 1), 
is emerging as essential for the control of aspects of 
higher-level signal organization. These kinases are 
themselves subject to regulation through recruitment 
to scaffolds, such as AKAP-Lbc (reviewed in Ref. 7) and 
the Drosophila melanogaster scaffold InaD. In D. mela-
nogaster InaD, which was originally identified in a screen 
of mutant flies for genes involved in photo reception, has 
been shown to interact with an eye-specific PKC isoform 
and other components of the photo reception signalling 
machinery to control vision8.

It is not simply that PKC isoforms can be recruited 
to scaffolds with other transducers that is important, 
but also that they can control the behaviour of scaf-
folded complexes by influencing their assembly or 
disassembly and their subcellular localization, without 
necessarily being an integral part of the complex. As 
the spatial and dynamic aspects of signal transduction 
are becoming increasingly more important in our view 
of cellular physiology, it is timely to review examples of  
PKC isoform action in controlling these events. In this 
Review we provide a brief background on the PKC  
family, covering general properties and pathways. This is  
followed by a few selected examples of particular PKC 
isoforms being engaged in signal relays that influence 
the dynamic and localized behaviour of signals and 
signalling complexes. It is not our intention to cover 
the plethora of PKC-interacting proteins and scaffolds, 
which have been extensively discussed (see Refs 9–12). 
we emphasize that the processes illustrated here are 
intended to exemplify the dynamic nature of signalling 

platforms and the roles of PKC isoforms in imposing 
this dynamism. Specifically, the examples relate to 
homotypic and heterotypic cell–cell recognition and 
cell–extracellular matrix (eCM) interactions that regu-
late cell migration. Finally, we address the problem of 
how it is possible to convert descriptions of spatially 
resolved signals into an understanding of causative  
relationships for these distributed signals.

The PKC family
The Ser/Thr PKC family comprises ~2% of the human 
kinome. PKCs are broadly conserved in eukaryotes, 
ranging in complexity from a single isoform in budding 
yeast (S. cerevisiae) to 5 isoforms in D. melanogaster 
and 12 in mammals13. The large number of mammalian 
PKC family members, and their broadly overlapping 
substrate specificities, has presented a challenge when 
attempting to assign specific functions to members of 
this class of kinases. Although a degree of redundancy 
has been suggested through mouse genetic experi-
ments, increasing evidence supports individual, non-
redundant, albeit often subtle roles for many members 
of this family14.

All PKC isoforms share a highly conserved carboxy- 
terminal kinase domain that is linked by a hinge region 
to a more divergent amino-terminal regulatory domain 
(fIG. 1a). when inactive, PKC is auto-inhibited by a 
pseudo substrate sequence that is present in the regu-
latory domain, which occupies the substrate binding 
pocket in the otherwise functional kinase domain15. PKC 
is activated when second messengers and/or allosteric 
effectors bind to its regulatory domain, typically at the 

Figure 1 | The protein kinase c superfamily. a | A schematic of the domain structure of the mammalian protein kinase C 
(PKC) family members is shown above the Saccharomyces cerevisiae PKC1. In mammals the PKC family members can be 
divided into four structurally and functionally distinct subgroups according to their regulatory domains. These are the 
classical isoforms (cPKC), novel isoforms (nPKC), atypical isoforms (aPKC) and the PKC-related kinases (known as PKN). 
Note that aPKCι is referred to as aPKCλ in mice. PKCs are regulated by auto-inhibition through their pseudosubstrate 
sites; this inhibition is relieved by different activator proteins (as indicated), depending on their subgroup. b | A cPKC is 
shown in its self-inhibited state, with the pseudosubstrate site binding to the substrate-binding pocket in the kinase 
domain. When the regulatory domain is recruited to plasma membranes through Ca2+, phospholipid and diacylglycerol, 
autoinhibition is relieved and the catalytic domain of cPKC is free to exert its action on target substrates. Conserved 
region 1 (C1) can confer binding of diacylglycerol and phospholipids, and C2 confers binding to phospholipids. Phox/
Bem domain 1 (PB1) acts as a dimerization domain in various proteins. Homology region 1 (HR1) confers small-GTPase 
binding properties to PKCs.
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plasma membrane (fIG. 1b). This disrupts the docking of 
the regulatory kinase domain, which displaces the bound 
pseudosubstrate region from the active site, allowing the 
activation of PKC 16,17.

The PKC family can be divided into four structur-
ally and functionally distinct subgroups specified by 
their divergent regulatory domains (fIG. 1a). The con-
ventional PKCs (cPKCs) comprise PKCα, PKCβ and 
PKCγ. This family is activated by a combination of 
diacylglycerol and phospholipid binding to their con-
served region 1 (C1) domains and Ca2+-dependent 
phospholipid binding to their C2 domains. The novel 
PKCs (nPKCs), which include PKCδ, PKCε, PKCθ  
and PKCη, are similarly activated by diacylglycerol and 
phospholipids, but they do not respond directly to Ca2+ 
(reviewed in Ref. 13). The atypical PKCs (aPKCs; PKCι 
(known as PKCλ in mice) and PKCζ) do not depend 
on Ca2+ or diacyl glycerol for activation, but are instead 
allosterically activated by an interaction of their Phox/
Bem 1(PB1) domain with the partitioning defective 6 
(PAR6)–CDC42 complex, which is involved in speci-
fying cell polarity18 (see below). The PKn subfamily 
members (PKn1, PKn2 and PKn3) share a related 
G-protein dependent allosteric mode of regulation and 
contain homology region 1 (HR1) motifs instead of a 
regulatory PB1 domain. Bivalent engagement of the 
HR1a and HR1b motifs19 by the Rho-family GTPases 
Rho or Rac (BOX 2) disengages the PKn pseudo substrate 
and results in kinase activation20. Recent e vidence indi-
cates that the C-terminus of PKn1 may also be required 
for its activation by Rho21. In addition to these specific 
inputs, other regulatory processes influence the func-
tion of PKCs. These include the covalent modification  
(specifically phosphorylation) of PKCs and their 

interaction with specific binding partners, which can 
modulate the requirements for allosteric inputs or in 
some cases bypass them all together, as seen for some 
scaffold interactions (reviewed in Ref. 11).

The modular nature of this family — PKCs have a 
conserved kinase domain coupled to a series of dif-
ferentially activated regulatory domains — allows PKC 
activity to be deployed with spatial and temporal spe-
cificity. It also allows PKC activity to be directed by 
multiple inputs, including localized (membrane lim-
ited) second messenger production and interaction 
with membrane-anchored small G proteins, scaffolds 
and accessory proteins. As a result the PKC family  
is centrally involved in the spatial control of signal 
transduction in cells.

PKC action in cell–cell contacts
Cell–cell interactions can involve heterologous or 
homologous cell recognition. Heterologous recognition 
occurs when interactions are formed between different 
cell types, such as a T cell and an antigen-presenting cell 
(APC) (see below). Homologous cell recognition occurs 
between cells of the same origin, as exemplified by cells 
forming a polarized epithelial layer. PKC isoforms have 
key roles in controlling the assembly and disassembly 
of localized signalling complexes in both types of cell  
recognition; two specific examples are discussed below.

PKCθ regulates T cell recognition of APCs. The inter-
action of an effector T cell with an APC occurs through 
multiple cell–cell interactions. These interactions centre 
on the ability of the T cell receptor (TCR) to recognize a 
processed peptide antigen that is presented to it bound 
to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I 

 Box 1 | Priming active protein kinase C

Maintaining the latent state of protein kinase C (PKC) 
isoforms requires that the catalytic domain is in a form that 
can bind protein substrates and also undergo 
auto-inhibition by pseudosubstrate binding (see the figure; 
latent state). To achieve this competent state the kinase 
domains are phosphorylated on three (conventional PKCs 
and novel PKCs) or two (atypical PKCs and PKNs) Ser or Thr 
residues112. These modifications stabilize the active kinase 
domain conformers, which enables the conversion to the 
inhibited latent state and confers optimal catalytic activity 
following de-inhibition (see the figure; active state).

It is implicit in this conceptual view of PKC isoform 
function that unphosphorylated forms are in catalytically incompetent ‘open’ conformations (with fully exposed 
regulatory conserved region 1 (C1) and C2 domains) and that, although these conformers may be in part sequestered  
by chaperones113, they can also markedly affect cell behaviour through their constitutively exposed binding domains  
(for examples see Ref. 114) (see the figure; inactive state).

The priming of PKC isoforms seems to require two upstream kinases. One is phosphoinositide-dependent protein 
kinase 1 (PDK1)115,116, which is also responsible for the phosphorylation of many other Ser/Thr protein kinases of the 
AGC kinase family117. PDK1 phosphorylates the activation loop in kinase domains, a variably structured region that 
typically lies between the upper (KinU) and lower (KinL) lobes of kinase domains and influences their mutual alignment  
to determine catalytic potential. The second kinase is the mammalian target of rapamycin 2 complex (mTORC2)118,119. 
mTORC2 controls the phosphorylation of the turn motif and hydrophobic sites (when present) in the carboxy-terminal tails 
of these kinases. On the basis of the structural solution to the PKCβ kinase domain120, it can be concluded that these two 
C-terminal phosphorylation sites help to stabilize an active conformer of the kinase domain by docking the C-terminal tail 
of the protein with KinU, limiting the relative orientation of KinU to KinL; these form discrete subdomains in the kinase.
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Th1 
(T helper 1). A subset of CD4+ 
T helper cells that produce  
the cytokines interferon-γ, 
interleukin-2 (IL-2) and IL-12 
and promote cell-mediated 
immunity.

Th2 
(T helper 2). A subset of CD4+ 
T helper cells that produce 
cytokines such as interleukin-4 
(IL-4),IL-5,IL-6,IL-10 and IL-13, 
leading to activation of 
humoral immune responses. 

Th17 
(T helper 17). A subset of  
CD4+ T helper cells that 
produce cytokines such as 
interleukin-17 (IL-17),IL-21 
and IL-22. They are thought to 
be important in inflammatory 
and autoimmune diseases.

Supramolecular activation 
complex
Areas of the immunological 
synapse in which T cell 
receptors, integrins and other 
cell surface proteins have 
segregated into distinct areas.

Total internal reflection 
fluorescence 
A microscope exploiting 
evanescent wave excitation  
of the thin region (~100nm)  
at the contact area between  
a specimen and the glass 
coverslip (of distinct refractive 
index).

or class II on the APC22. This recognition event triggers 
T cell activation, which is characterized by asymmet-
ric T cell division and differentiation processes that are 
determined by the nature of the antigen. The differenti-
ated CD4+ T helper (TH) cell subsets that are generated 
following initial antigen recognition (including TH1, 
TH2 and TH17 cells) then execute effector functions that 
are relevant to the pathogen eliciting the response. The  
initial pathogen trigger relies on TCR-associated and 
TCR-proximal signalling events that are partly regulated 
by PKCθ and aPKCs23,24.

PKCθ is highly, but not exclusively, expressed by 
T cells25,26. This pattern of expression led to investigation 
into the role of PKCθ in T cell proliferation and survival 
in ex vivo models, which revealed that PKCθ is involved in  
the activation of the transcription factors nuclear 
factor-κB (nF-κB), nuclear factor of activated T cells 
(nFAT) and activator protein 1 (AP1) (reviewed in 
Ref. 27). none of these transcription factors is known 
to be involved in steering the differentiation of CD4+ 
T cells towards different subsets. By contrast, in vivo 
studies indicate that PKCθ is required for specific T cell 
differentiation pathways. PKCθ is not required for the dif-
ferentiation and effector function of TH1 cells in response 
to the intracellular bacterium Leischmania major28 and  
viruses29. However, in the absence of PKCθ TH2 cell dif-
ferentiation is defective, which compromises immune 
responses to helminths. A similar defect in the absence 
of PKCθ is associated with TH17 cell differentiation in 
response to allergens30. The evidence thus indicates that 
PKCθ has a key role in the differentiation of CD4+ T cells 
into certain T helper subsets.

The initiating T cell activation event that precedes 
the subsequent division and differentiation to TH cell 
subsets is triggered by TCR-mediated recognition of a  
peptide-bound MHC molecule on the surface of an APC.  

This event, and the activation of various co-stimulatory 
receptors (for example, the T cell co-receptor CD28 fol-
lowing binding to its target cell ligands CD80 or CD86 
(Ref. 31)), leads to the assembly of a signalling synapse 
that comprises distinct subdomains at the membrane. 
These subdomains make up the supramolecular activation 
complex (SMAC32), which assembles as a series of con-
centric membrane domains comprising a central SMAC 
(cSMAC), a peripheral SMAC (pSMAC) and a distal 
SMAC (dSMAC)33. The contact area between the T cell 
and the APC is known as the immunological synapse, 
reminiscent of the terminology used for neuronal con-
nections. Signalling proteins that mark these membrane 
subdomains in the T cell include the TCR and the SRC 
family tyrosine kinase LCK in the cSMAC, lymphocyte 
function-associated antigen 1 (LFA1; also known as 
α4β7 integrin) in the pSMAC and the transmembrane 
phosphotyrosine phosphatase CD45 in the dSMAC34. 
Robust T cell stimulation is associated with the accu-
mulation of PKCθ in the cSMAC35. This recruitment 
requires PKCθ to interact with the coiled-coil domain 
of the scaffold protein CARD-containing MAGUK 
protein 3 (CARMA1; also known as CARD11)36.  After 
being recruited to the cSMAC, PKCθ is phosphorylated 
by LCK on Tyr90 (Ref. 37) and autophosphorylated on 
Thr219 (Ref. 38). Both of these modifications are required 
to maintain PKCθ  in the immunological synapse. 
Furthermore, studies in model systems indicate roles for 
PKCθ in controlling nF-κB, nFAT and AP1 through the 
phosphorylation, recruitment and/or activation of other 
receptor complex proteins such as the adaptor protein 
B cell lymphoma 10 (which is required for nF-κB activa-
tion), the tyrosine kinase–phospholipase C (PLC) path-
way proteins IL-2-inducible T cell kinase (ITK), tyrosine 
kinase expressed in hepatocellular carcinoma (TeC) and 
PLCγ1 (which activate nFAT) and the MAPKKK SPAK 
(which activates AP1)39.

In addition to its ability to regulate co-recruited signal 
transducers in the SMAC, PKCθ seems to control the 
stability of the immunological synapse itself. Live imag-
ing of the components of the immunological synapse 
can be carried out in model systems using total internal 
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to follow T cells 
that come into contact with surfaces that are modified 
to mimic APCs. This has been done for wild-type and 
PKCθ-knockout T cells interacting with immobilized 
T cell agonists. The evidence indicates that the immuno-
logical synapse is dynamic in wild-type cells, with com-
ponents moving in and out of the synapse. By contrast, 
in PKCθ-knockout cells the synapses are considerably 
more stable40. The differences in the dynamics of these 
signalling events influence signal strength, duration 
and signal location. It is well established that the pattern  
of signal strength influences T cell responses, such that 
anergy ensues in response to weak signal input, whereas 
strong signals trigger T cell differentiation and effector 
function30. It is likely that the range of effects of PKCθ 
on T cell differentiation and function in vivo reflects its 
influence on SMAC dynamics relating to the distinct 
strengths of signal that are required to drive specific  
differentiation pathways.

 Box 2 | G proteins

The function of all members of the protein kinase C (PKC) family is influenced by 
G proteins. This is in part indirect through G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), 
which operate through heterotrimeric G proteins to control phospholipase C 
allosterically121, and the subsequent generation of the PKC second messenger 
diacylglycerol. PKCs can also be activated directly by G proteins, specifically the small 
GTPases. For atypical PKCs (aPKCs) this regulation is through CDC42 and Rac, which 
are small GTPases that act through the aPKC-associated partitioning defective 6 
(PAR6)52. In the case of PKNs, the small GTPases Rho and Rac can bind to them 
directly19,20. The small GTPases (similarly to their larger cousins) are a family of proteins 
that switch between active GTP-bound and inactive GDP-bound forms through their 
intrinsic GTPase activity and nucleotide exchange. The cycling of small GTPases 
between these two states is regulated by three sets of proteins: guanine nucleotide 
exchange factors, GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide 
dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) (reviewed in Ref. 122). Small GTPases interact with and 
activate downstream effector proteins when bound to GTP (for example, CDC42–GTP, 
but not CDC42–GDP, interacts with PAR6 to regulate aPKCs53). All small GTPases are 
isoprenylated at their carboxyl termini (with either farnesyl or geranyl–geranyl) and 
associate with the membrane in their active states. Their action as signal relays is due 
to a combination of their ability to recruit targets to the membrane and to have 
allosteric effects on them. For aPKC, CDC42–GTP and Rac–GTP work by relieving the 
allosteric inhibition exerted on this kinase by its interaction with PAR6 (Refs 52,53). 
For PKNs the effect of Rho–GTP and Rac–GTP is directly allosteric and triggers 
pseudosubstrate release from the catalytic domain123.
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Anergy
The impaired or absent ability 
of an immune cell to respond 
to specific antigens.

Tight junction
Closely associated area of two 
cells, the membranes of which 
join to form a barrier to fluids 
and molecules.

Basolateral membrane
The layer of plasma membrane 
of epithelial cells that forms its 
basal (base) and lateral (side) 
surfaces.

Apical–basal polarity
The unequal distribution of 
proteins and other materials 
between the apical side (facing 
the exterior) and the basal side 
(facing the interior) in epithelial 
cells.

PDZ domain
A protein-interaction domain 
(also known as DHR or GLGf 
domain) that is often found in 
multi-domain scaffolding 
proteins and holds together 
signalling complexes.

PKC, cell polarity and the Par complex. Polarity is essen-
tial for a range of normal cellular functions, including 
asymmetric cell division, the maintenance of epithelial 
integrity and cell migration. In epithelial cells, polarity 
is established by transmembrane proteins that act as cell 
surface organizers to bring cortical proteins together and 
provide the scaffold for intercellular sub-apical adhesion 
structures, which are known as tight junctions in mammals 
and septate junctions in D. melanogaster. These sub-apical  
junctions physically separate the apical and basolateral 
membrane domains of cells and require ongoing, active 
sorting of proteins from these domains for their main-
tenance and for continued apical–basal polarity41. Loss of 
apical–basal polarity in epithelial cells is a core feature 
of advanced malignancy. aPKCs have increasingly been 
implicated in mediating cell polarity. They are apically 
located in polarized cells, they are associated with cell 
junctions and are necessary for apical membrane develop-
ment42–45. Furthermore, aPKCs can regulate the compo-
sition and localization of polarity complexes though a 
combination of scaffold and catalytic activities.

The aPKC control of polarity complexes is well illus-
trated by the interaction between the Par complex and 
lethal giant larvae (LGL; including LGL1 and LGL2)
(fIG. 2a). The Par complex is well conserved in metazo-
ans42,46,47. The proteins in the Par complex (the mamma-
lian orthologues are aPKCs, PAR6 and PAR3) were first 
identified in studies of Caenorhabditis elegans, in which 
knockdown of the genes encoding PKC-3, PAR-6 and 
PAR-3 led to the abnormal process of symmetrical divi-
sion of the fertilized zygote and improper segregation of 
polar granules (posterior markers of maternal origin); 
these partitioning defects are the hallmarks of the par 
phenotype43,44,48–50. PAR6 and aPKCs bind through their 
respective PB1 domains (reviewed in Ref. 51) to form a 
stable heterodimer. RAC1 and CDC42 (which are Rho 
family GTPases) activate the PAR6–aPKC heterodimer 
by releasing PAR6-induced inhibition of aPKCs52,53. The 
active PAR6–aPKC can then bind PAR3, which inter-
acts with sub-apical junction proteins. The binding of 
PAR6–aPKC to PAR3 is mediated by the catalytic domain  
of aPKCs and the PDZ domain of PAR6 (Refs 54,55). Thus, a 
tertiary Par complex is formed, which contributes to sub-
apical junction formation and is itself localized (through 
PAR3 binding) to junctional proteins, including junctional 
adhesion molecule A, nectin 1 and nectin 3 (Refs 56–58).

LGL is one of a group of basolaterally located 
tumour suppressor proteins that competes with PAR3 
for binding to PAR6–aPKC in both D. melanogaster and 
mammals59,60. LGL is phosphorylated by aPKC when 
LGL is in a complex with PAR6–aPKC and aPKC is  
active; this leads to the separation of LGL from the 
complex and translocation from the membrane60,61 
(fIG. 2a). LGL is therefore excluded from apical cell loca-
tions in an aPKC-dependent manner. Phosphorylation 
of LGL by aPKC can also lead to an autoinhibitory 
intramolecular interaction of LGL between its LGL 
and n-terminal domains62,63. The aPKC-induced phos-
phorylation of LGL is potentiated by an interaction 
between aPKC and the LGL-associated protein p32, a 
regulatory protein that can cause actin-enrichment of 

the apical membrane and disruption of polarity when 
over expressed in Madin–Darby canine kidney cells64.

when phosphorylated by aPKC, and thus restricted 
to the basolateral regions of mammalian epithelial cells, 
LGL1 and LGL2 form a complex with the membrane 
bound proteins Scribble and discs large 1 (DLG1)65 
(fIG. 2b). In D. melanogaster, these three proteins have 

Figure 2 | Protein kinase c and polarizing signals.  
a | In polarized epithelial cells atypical protein kinase C 
(aPKC) isoforms contribute to the establishment of polarity 
and are localized apically in a complex with the polarity 
proteins partitioning defective 6 (PAR6) and PAR3. PAR3 
competes for aPKC–PAR6 binding with lethal giant larvae 1 
(LGL1) and LGL2. However, aPKC-induced phosphorylation 
of LGL1 and LGL2, which is promoted by p32, causes LGL1 
and LGL2 to dissociate from cell junctions and accumulate 
in the basolateral region. b | Five different complexes 
involved in polarizing behaviour are regulated by aPKC 
isoforms. The influence that aPKC isoforms have on these 
complexes is indicated by the arrows and blocks. Some of 
the protein complexes compete for binding to common 
proteins such as PAR3, PAR6 and LGL1 and LGL2, leading  
to a process of mutual exclusion that is crucial for spatial 
restriction. In addition, aPKC-mediated phosphorylation  
of certain proteins in the polarity complexes affects their 
activity and/or retention in these complexes, as observed 
for LGL1 and LGL2. In mammals, the proteins they 
phosphorylate are: protein associated with LIN-7 1 (PALS1);  
crumbs protein homologue 3 (CRB3); PALS1-associated 
tight junction protein (PATJ); PAR1; PAR3, PAR6; LGL1; 
LGL2; Scribble; discs large 1 (DLG1); and the scaffold 
proteins 14-3-3. 
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Clathrin
A protein that forms a 
lattice-shaped coating on 
coated pits and coated  
vesicles during endocytosis.

Dynamin
A large GTPase involved in the 
scission of nascent vesicles 
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Early endosome
small irregularly shaped 
intracellular vesicle to which 
endocytosed molecules are 
initially delivered.

Focal adhesion
Large macromolecular 
assembly through which both 
mechanical force and 
regulatory signals are 
transmitted between the cell 
and the extracellular matrix.

been shown to depend on each other to establish polar-
ity66. Mammalian LGL may also contribute to epithelial 
polarity by interacting with the basolaterally located  
syntaxin 4, which has been implicated in promoting exo-
cytosis and the polarized delivery of molecules to the 
basolateral membrane67. The Par complex and LGL are 
by no means the only polarity complexes the interaction 
of which is mediated by aPKCs. Other examples include 
the crumbs complex and PAR1 (fIG. 2b).

evidently, cells have developed an intricate signalling 
network on the basis of spatial restriction and mutual 
exclusion to regulate polarity. As summarized above, 
aPKCs are crucial for this control. They act as scaffolds 
that interact predominantly with apically located com-
plexes and influence their action through their kinase 
activity. A series of basolaterally located polarity com-
plexes are likely to form only transient complexes with 
apically based proteins, as they are prevented from stable 
assembly by aPKC-induced phosphorylation. In line with 
the theme of this Review, aPKC isoforms in this context 
determine the dynamics of these signalling complexes.

Inappropriate input from a regulator of polarity, 
such as aPKC, is a potential route for carcinogenesis. 
Indeed, aPKC overexpression or altered localization 
correlates with a poor prognosis in numerous human 
epithelial cancers68–71, and altered global expression  
levels of PAR6 and p32 have been implicated in human 
malignancy64,72. Further study of these proteins, and 
other putative disease-associated polarity proteins, is 
needed to establish how altered levels and subcellular 
distribution of polarity proteins contributes to and is 
prognostic of disease.

Localized PKC actions in migration
PKC isoforms have been implicated in numerous migra-
tory models because they regulate properties such as 
cytoskeletal dynamics (reviewed in Ref. 73) and the 
function of various cell surface proteins that are engaged  
in cell–eCM interactions and migration. These cell  
surface proteins include syndecan 4, which interacts 
with PKCα74, β1 integrin, which is trafficked under the 
control of PKCα and PKCε75,76, and CD44 (also known 
as gp85), which is also regulated by PKC isoforms77 and 
is a direct substrate for purified brain PKC (typically a 
cPKC mixture)78. Two systems in particular illustrate the 
spatial influence of PKC isoforms on signal outputs in 
migration, one involving the cPKC and nPKC-mediated 
control of MeT signalling and the second involving 
aPKC-mediated control of integrin behaviour in migra-
tion. Integrins are heterodimers made up of α- and  
β-chains and are integral for the interaction of cells 
with eCM proteins. The strength and dynamics of these 
interactions determine how effectively cells adhere to a 
substrate and migrate (reviewed in Ref. 79).

cPKC, nPKC and control of the signal generator MeT. 
MeT, the receptor for hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), 
stimulates several cell functions such as cell growth, 
migration and survival. MeT overexpression or gain of 
function mutations are thought to have a role in tumour 
progression to metastatic disease in various cancers80–83. 

Following HGF binding MeT gets rapidly internalized 
through a typical receptor endocytic pathway involving 
clathrin and the GTPase dynamin84,85. It is then recruited 
to early endosome antigen 1 (eeA1)-positive peripheral 
early endosomes, where it remains active and capable 
of signalling86–91. without the localization of MeT 
to endosomes, HGF-mediated stimulation of down-
stream effectors, such as extracellular signal-regulated 
kinase 1 (eRK1) and eRK2, is suboptimal91. PKCε can 
negatively regulate MeT signalling by phosphorylating  
Ser985 in the MeT juxtamembrane region, which is 
associated with reduced Tyr MeT phosphorylation 
and hence inefficient recruitment of downstream effec-
tors92. However, PKCε also exerts a positive influence 
on MeT signalling to eRK1 and eRK2 by promoting 
their recruitment to focal complexes, where they medi-
ate HGF-induced cell migration. It is not yet clear how 
PKCε influences the delivery of eRK1 and eRK2 to focal 
complexes. However, drawing a parallel from the finding 
that platelet-derived growth factor promotes the recruit-
ment of β3 integrin and eRK1 to focal complexes by 
supporting the β3 integrin–eRK1 association93, PKCε 
might regulate the localization of eRK1 and eRK2 by 
controlling the delivery of a β1 integrin–eRK1 or eRK2 
complex to the plasma membrane. This would be con-
sistent with the finding that PKCε controls β1 integrin 
recycling76. Once delivered to the plasma membrane, 
active eRK1 and eRK2 are thought to regulate focal adhe-
sion dynamics through the phosphorylation of paxillin 
and other focal adhesion targets (see below).

From the peripheral endosomes, PKCα promotes 
activated MeT trafficking along microtubules (fIG. 3), 
causing the progressive accumulation of MeT in a peri-
nuclear endomembrane compartment. This behaviour 
is consistent with a role for PKCα in promoting traf-
ficking to the perinuclear compartment, which results 
in the accumulation of markers of this trafficking path-
way (recently reviewed in Ref. 94). This post-endocytic 
trafficking is not required for MeT degradation, but 
it is necessary for the efficient activation and nuclear 
accumu lation of the oncogene and transcription fac-
tor signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 
(STAT3)95. when nuclear uptake of STAT3, which is 
required for STAT3 to reach its target genes, is inhibited 
with the drug STA-21 (also known as deoxytetrango-
mycin), HGF-induced migration is also inhibited95. 
Owing to the action of phosphotyrosine phosphatases, 
STAT3 is only weakly activated by MeT at the plasma 
membrane and peripheral endosomes. Once proximal 
to the nucleus, activated MeT can trigger the nuclear 
translocation of STAT3 (Ref. 95). Thus MeT signalling to 
STAT3 requires PKCα-regulated MeT trafficking to the 
perinuclear endomembrane compartment (fIG. 3).

aPKCs control localized signals in migratory cells. aPKCζ  
and aPKCι seem to be key modulators of cell migration 
through their ability to promote highly localized signalling 
events. In vivo aPKC, as part of the activated Par complex 
(see above), is required for the migration of neuroblasts 
and axons in C. elegans96. aPKCs are also important for 
Xenopus laevis gastrulation. XGAP, a GTPase-activating 
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protein for ADP ribosylation factors, seems to control a 
prominent set of cell movements during X. laevis gas-
trulation that are known as convergent extension. XGAP 
achieves this by restricting the localization of Par proteins 
and aPKC at the protrusive regions97. Furthermore, dur-
ing D. melanogaster border cell migration cells need to 
maintain their apical-basal polarity through the aPKC–
PAR3–PAR6 complex to organize the border cell cluster 
and allow migration. The aPKC–PAR3–PAR6 complex 
maintains distinct protein distributions in different parts 
of the migrating border cells98.

There are numerous models of cell migration in 
which aPKC isoforms have been implicated. One of these 
elegantly illustrates the role of the aPKCs in organizing 
signals. In the normal rat kidney cell model aPKCζ and 
aPKCι are required for cell migration99, as is the exo-
cyst protein complex100 (fIG. 4a). The exocyst complex 
consists of 8 proteins, which are mainly associated with 
membranes. During normal rat kidney cell migration, 
the localization of aPKCs and the exocyst complex at 
the leading edge are mutually dependent, and aPKCζ and 
aPKCι interact with the exocyst complex through the 
scaffold  kidney and brain protein (KIBRA; also known 
as wwC1). Functionally, the aPKC–KIBRA–exocyst 
complex is instrumental in triggering the activation 
of eRK1, eRK2 and Jun n-terminal kinase 1 (JnK1) 
at the leading edge of migrating normal rat kidney 
cells99. evidence indicates that eRK1, eRK2 and JnK1 
activation in this compartment controls focal adhesion 
dynamics; however, global inhibition of eRK1, eRK2 or 
JnK1 activation do not distinguish their roles at the 
leading edge from those in other compartments, for 
example in the nucleus. Hence, assigning phenotypic 
consequences to localized effectors is at best correlative 
(see below). Reflecting the spatial resolution of these 
events, the aPKC–KIBRA–exocyst complex controls 

the activity of JnK1 at leading edge of the migrating cell 
specifically, but does not regulate the activity of JnK1 
in the nucleus. The aPKC–KIBRA–exocyst-dependent 
activation of JnK1, eRK1 and eRK2 at the leading edge 
is necessary for the MAPK-induced phosphorylation of 
the cytoskeletal protein paxillin in this compartment. 
In turn, the phosphorylation of paxillin at the plasma 
membrane is associated with changes in the dynamics of 
focal adhesion complexes, which is predicted to deter-
mine the rate of migration. These events explain in part 
the requirement for aPKC function in normal rat kidney 
cell migration.

In an astrocyte migration model, localized aPKCζ 
activity acts through the microtubule motor protein 
dynein to determine Golgi and centrosome polarity  
(fIG. 4b). In migrating astrocytes, the activation of 
integrins at the newly formed leading edge allows the 
recruitment and activation of the PAR6–aPKCζ com-
plex through the polarized recruitment and activation of 
the small GTPase CDC42 (Refs 101,102), which directly 
targets PAR6. During astrocyte migration, integrins 
that are activated at the front of the cell activate CDC42 
and the PAR6–aPKCζ complex, which leads to the sub-
sequent reorientation of the centrosome — the main 
microtubule-organizing centre of the cell. The activation 
of aPKCζ can lead to the phosphorylation and inacti-
vation of the Ser/Thr protein kinase glycogen synthase 
kinase 3β (GSK3β; the role of this specific phospho-
rylation event in cetrosome orientation is questioned by 
data in Ref. 102), and causes adenomatous polyposis coli 
(a tumour suppressor protein that is a direct substrate of 
GSK3β) to associate with microtubule plus ends at the 
leading edge103,104. The PAR6–PKCζ complex also regu-
lates the spatially localized association of mammalian 
DLG1 and adenomatous polyposis coli to control cell 
polarization in this astrocyte model. Activation of the 

Figure 3 | Protein kinase c isoforms influence MeT signals. The stimulation of HeLa cells with hepatocyte growth factor 
activates MET at the plasma membrane. The active receptor then undergoes clathrin-mediated endocytosis and 
accumulates transiently in early endosomes. From there, ligand-bound, activated MET traffics along a microtubule network 
and depends on PKCα to accumulate in the perinuclear compartment. The receptor has a limited range of influence 
(indicated by the orange circle) and has to traffic to the perinuclear compartment to promote entry of phosphorylated STAT3 
into the nucleus. Activated MET can trigger the phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 
(STAT3) in these compartments, competing with  STAT3 phosphotyrosine phosphatases. However, the ability of MET to 
induce STAT3 phosphorylation at the plasma membrane or the early endosome is not sufficient to overcome the action of 
phosphotyrosine phosphatases to induce the nuclear accumulation of phosphorylated STAT3. By contrast, when activated 
MET reaches the perinuclear compartment the local phosphorylation of STAT3 is sufficient to drive nuclear accumulation.
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PAR6–aPKCζ complex by CDC42 at the leading edge of 
migrating cells promotes both the localized association 
of adenomatous polyposis coli with microtubule plus 
ends and the assembly of DLG1-containing puncta in 
the plasma membrane. The physical interaction between 
adenomatous polyposis coli and DLG1 is required for 
the polarization of the microtubule cytoskeleton105.

Perspectives
The examples illustrated here show the importance of 
PKCs in controlling spatial resolution in signalling pro-
cesses. even though signalling cascades are often con-
trolled simply by the presence, absence or activation 
state of proteins, the effect of signal location can be as 
important as signal strength, or indeed help to determine 

net strength, as we have discussed in this Review using 
the MeT and STAT3 example. The localization of sig-
nalling molecules to subcellular environments that con-
tain the appropriate downstream targets is essential and 
to a great extent determines the output of a particular 
signalling cascade.

Despite the recognition of the importance of local-
ized signalling, our ability to locally interfere with signals 
to provide evidence of necessity and sufficiency has been 
limited by a lack of appropriate experimental methodolo-
gies. Many high-resolution microscopy approaches have 
been developed, such as TIRF, fluorescence recovery  
after photobleaching (FRAP), fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer (FReT) and stimulated emission deple-
tion (STeD), for visualizing and quantifying distribution 
and interactions of individual molecules in a spatial and 
temporal context (reviewed in Ref. 106). Such approaches 
have been employed to monitor the localization of fluo-
rescently tagged PKC isoforms in cells and also to fol-
low their activity, either by autophosphorylation107 or 
through a reporter108. In the second case, the reporter 
is a genetically encoded device that changes its confor-
mation and consequently FReT behaviour after it has 
been phosphorylated  by PKC. Such analyses can lend 
substantial weight of evidence to defining roles of PKCs 
in controlling specific events in particular compart-
ments. However, these imaging approaches are mostly 
descriptive of localized processes and do not provide 
information of the requirement for the protein in the 
particular location.

Strategies are necessary that allow the manipulation of 
spatial and dynamic behaviour in a physiological context. 
Pharmacological agents or small interfering RnAs that 
interfere with signalling cascades typically have global 
effects that are often chronic (knockdown or knockout) 
and ignore spatial resolution. However, a drug-dependent  
dimerization approach, originating in the Schreiber 
laboratory109, is a promising tool to overcome these spa-
tial restrictions. It exploits the mechanism of action of 
the immunosuppressive drug rapamycin, which binds 
FK506-binding protein 12 (FKBP12) and, as a complex 
with FKBP12, interacts with the FKBP rapamycin-binding  
(FRB) domain on mammalian target of rapamycin 
(mTOR), thereby disrupting its function. As modular 
binding domains, FKBP12 and the FRB from mTOR 
can be fused to other proteins, which allows the recruit-
ment of any genetically encoded enzymatic activity to any 
protein marker-defined compartment, thereby leading to 
the modification of local behaviour in cellular systems. 
This approach has been used to manipulate specific 
membrane phosphoinositide compartments110,111. One 
of these studies used the recruitment of the inositol lipid 
phosphatase myotubularin 1  into RAB5-positive endo-
somes to locally dephosphorylate phosphatidylinositol  
3-phosphate and phosphatidylinositol 3,5 bisphosphate, 
which shows that these lipids determine the normal 
maturation of this endosomal compartment and the flux 
of certain receptors through it110. This strategy is broadly 
applicable to localized intervention in many different sig-
nalling contexts and promises to provide information on 
the consequences of localized actions.

Figure 4 | localized signals controlled by PKcζ and 
PKcι during cell migration. Studies in different cell 
types illustrate key targets for atypical protein kinase c 
(aPKC) isoforms in controlling migration. a | Polarized 
delivery of the kidney and brain protein (KIBRA)–exocyst 
complex to the leading edge of migrating normal rat 
kidney cells depends on PKCζ and PKCι. Reciprocally, the 
localization of these aPKCs at the leading edge depends 
on the exocyst. The aPKCζ−KIBRA–exocyst  or aPKCι–
KIBRA–exocyst complex is required for the localized 
phosphorylation and activation of Jun N-terminal kinase 1 
(JNK1), extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 (ERK1) and 
ERK2 at the leading edge of migrating cells, which acts to 
control the phosphorylation of the cytoskeletal protein 
paxillin. b | In migrating astrocytes α- and β-integrins 
activate CDC42 at the leading edge. In turn, active, 
GTP-bound CDC42 recruits and activates the partitioning 
defective 6 (PAR6)–PKCζ complex in this compartment. 
PKCζ  then phosphorylates and inactivates glycogen 
synthase kinase 3β (GSK3β); this allows the reorientation  
of the microtubule-organizing centre (MTOC), which is 
required for directed cell migration. 
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